THE  FUTURE  OF  SPAIN
roughly for these two solutions. There are the Falangists,
holding advanced social opinions, and in many cases, but
for the fact that they are Catholics and Patriots, little
different from the Socialists they have been fighting.
They desire a dictatorship pure and simple. Though it is
difficult in a civil war to ascertain exactly how political
views run, it may be said that the majority of the Falang-
ists are, in theory at least, opposed to the restoration of
a monarchy How far they would consider their political
doctrine forced them to fight against such a solution,
granted the majority of their other political aims were
satisfied, it is difficult to know.
The Falangists are also, and the Carhsts to a lesser
degree, in a difficult situation, since General Franco, fore-
seeing the dissensions and the rivalry which might arise
immediately after victory, took the bold step of forcing
the union of the two rival parties. There is now no
separate Carhst or Falangist militia, in name at least,
though it is difficult to deprive militia units of their
espnt it corps. There is now only one political party
in Spain and that is the united party of Falangists and
Carlists. Their programme is that of the Falangist Party
with reservations, while the Carlists have been promised
that when the time is npe the question of monarchy may
be brought up for discussion. This later promise was,
indeed, given in such terms as almost implied a favourable
consideration.
The Carlists, who are the more sober of the two
organisations, accepted this decision with calm and indeed
with patriotic fervour, as they had already accepted the
enforced though honourable retirement into private life
of their leader, Don Manuel Fal Conde. The Falangists
as a majority, a great and overwhelming majority, also
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